Parker’s Capers and
Papers
Respect: For ourselves, our learning, our school and each other.
ISIC Fundraising Efforts in 2017
Mandy Robertson, the I Sea I Care
(ISIC) Educator recently attended our
school assembly.
The ISIC ambassadors proudly
announced their fund raising effort for
the 2017 school year—a grand total of
$282.45; $183.45 from a free dress day
and $99.00 from the sale of magnets
they made and sold at our Open Night
during Education Week. A great effort. Well done!
Seal Rock Workshop Reports
On the 21st November 2017, we went to Seal Rock and it was a perfect day for it. We all went on the Kasey Lee
boat. It was really big, I couldn’t believe it. It was my first time going on a boat. If you want to know how
many seals there were on Seal Rock there were 20,000 seals and if you want to know how many cubs were there
it is up to 3,000 to 5,000 cubs. This November it is breeding time for the seals. The seal cubs have to stay with
their mother for 12 months straight. The seal cubs can’t swim for 4 months and if they fall in they might drown.
It was really smelly around Seal Rock. It was so much fun I couldn’t describe it that’s how much fun it was
there. By Tahnya
On Tuesday the 21st of November 2017, we went on a cruise to Seal Rock and we saw just less than 20,000
seals, most of them having fun in the water otherwise they were being bit lazy. On the way back some people
saw turtles and dolphins and a lot of people were saying it was the best excursion ever! By Kurtis
Seal Rocks
On the 21st of November the ISIC ambassadors went on a wild life cruise boat to go to Seal Rock. When we
went to Seal Rock we had to think of ideas of how to fundraise money for the Dolphin Research Institute. Our
first idea was a moneybox, so please if you have any loose change put it in the tin at the office. Mandy is what
gave us a chance to go to Seal Rocks so THANKS MANDY! At Seal Rock we watched the seals showing off.
They were jumping out of the water and making funny noises they were also fighting. There was a mini
waterfall and the seals used it as a water slide. We all saw a thing on a pole, it looked like a small space ship
after they re-enter the earth’s atmosphere but Mandy said it was a camera booth but now the cameras don’t work
so the birds just sit on it. By Alex
Tuesday 21st November was really fun and I loved every second of it. We went to Seal Rock and saw heaps of
seals. We were lucky to come at this time of the year because there were more seal pups than usual and we got
to see a few of them. We learnt that at Seal Rock there are 5000 seals born every year but only half survive. The
only bad thing about the trip was the smell! I don’t now what made that smell but every time we smelt it we had
to block our nose. Other than the smell I had a great time.
By Zola
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Parker’s Capers and Papers

Students of the Week 27th November 2017
Wajiha

For using what she already knows to make a prediction.

Jade

For sharing the book and reading with her partner in our buddy session.

Ekam Singh

For using stretchy snake to work out unfamiliar words.

Brody

For successfully scooping words up into phrases.

Christopher

For being a kind and caring friend.

Emma

For clearly explaining the strategies she was using in maths.

Jenneh

For dancing enthusiastically during I CAN DANCE.

Jaylen

For his effort in finishing his spelling activities.

Mario

For his fabulous dance moves during I CAN DANCE.

Basita

For her outstanding effort in the spelling test.

Lucas

For working hard in maths and being a great friend.

Declan

For putting his best effort into all work tasks.

Yaaseen

For excellent effort in all reading sessions.

Samantha

For achieving her goal to read analogue time to the minute.

Tanya

For persisting when brainstorming rhymes for her poem.

Tyler

For prolific and wonderful haiku writing.

Polina

For writing a creative diamante poem.

Disco Dancing!
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Reading awards for Term 4, Week 8
125
nights
F03
Nicolas
Bella
Jeniffer
Jasdeep

100
nights
F02
Manya
Ellie
Jett
Tyson

75
nights
M16
Lara

Reading awards for Term 4, Week 9
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Tyler’s C. M.’s haiku
I am in stories
I live in the time of knights
I have strong wings
Tucker Street, CRANBOURNE
VIC 3977
Postal: PO Box 659,
CRANBOURNE VIC 3977
Telephone: 03 5996 1142
Fax: 03 5996 9210

Stay away from me
I’m the king of the ocean
Guns at the ready

We’re on the Web. Check us
out at:
www.cranbournepark.vic.edu.au

Parents are
reminded to please
not enter the school
buildings until after
the 3.15p.m. bell. This
will help to minimise
distractions and
ensure that we
maximise learning
time for all children.
Thank you for your
support in this
matter.

Parker’s Playgroup
The children had lots of
fun at Parker’s Playgroup
this week.
They made paper chains
and used the paper chains
to decorate a Christmas
tree.

Security Cameras
At the last School Council meeting there was discussion about the installation of
security cameras to monitor open spaces and public areas of school. Over the past
few years we have had issues with vandalism in playgrounds, graffiti on buildings and
fences and building break ins that have resulted in the theft of school equipment and
items. School Council believes that the installation of security cameras will provide
added security to students, staff and school property.
As part of the approval process with the Department of Education, we are seeking
feedback and comment from our school community. If you have any comment or
questions about the proposal, please contact Steve Condon, Assistant Principal and
School Council member on telephone 03 5996 1142 or contact him via the School
Office.
Exciting Times!

A relocatable has recently been
delivered to our school as a result
of our increasing school enrolment.
It will be ready to be used as a
classroom from the beginning of
the 2018 school year.

